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I am a disabled young man.
I am a disabled man who shows symptoms of being short and
small.
I am a member of a literature association named SOT-DAE.
I am serving at the association of mentally disabled people in
South Korea.
Here is my poem. (The Globe: One Family)
Most people of the global village have a negative view of disabled
persons.
I love to get people have a right view of disabled.
Especially I want to implant right image of the mentally disabled
person about whom many people have negative image through my
own poem.
Furthermore I want to help mentally disabled person I want to
give them courage and hope.
I want to share this poem named “The Globe: One Family” with
the family of global village could share agony, pleasure, sorrow,
happiness and live peacefully without any barrier of race, religion
and language.
And it can implant a right image against the negative view of the
disabled.
It will be good guide book that teach me living method.
Sincerely Yours.
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The Globe – One Family
The green mountains are running
Shoulder to shoulder as friends;
The broad continents open their hearts
And listen to the beat of warm life
In the arms of the ocean.
We are the people of the globe
Living together in those all-embracing arms
North America, South America,
Africa, Oceania, Asia, Korea, Europe....
Even the Eskimos of the aurora-shining Arctic;
On big family full of love
United by the bank of life.
Sometimes, black clouds are brought about
By the clashes of languages, religions, and races
And turn into a cruel whirlwind
To deprive the people completely
Of bright dreams; however,
We are warm-hearted, close neighbours
Who share joy and sorrow together,
Who plant the trees of dreams again,
Who raise our hands to the sky,
Who embrace each other under the bright sun,
Who live under the same
Twinkling star-comforters.
O the global village!
We are one family,
Nourished by hope and dreaming of happiness.
We are the family of the global village
Filled with peace and love.
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